Addendum to IGA Code of Practice
on Relationships with the Pharmaceutical Industry

GLOSSARY
Concept
Accountable
(adj)

Accountability
(n)
Acknowledge
(v)
Adhere (v)
Adherence (n)
Agreement (n)

Affiliation (n)

Charity (n)

Conflict of
interest (n)

Consolidate (v)

Creed (n)

Draw upon (v)

Explanation
Required or expected to give an
explanation of one’s actions, expenditure
etc; responsible

An example
Who are you accountable to in
the organisation?/People say
that the current government is
accountable one.
Responsibility
The accountability of local
government to Parliament
To accept or recognize something, to She acknowledged the receipt of
admit something
money.
To obey something; to follow a set of They strictly adhere to the rules.
principles, course of action etc.
Faithful attachment, devotion
He
admired
their
strict
adherence to traditional values
An arrangement, a promise or a contract An agreement with the
made with somebody
employers was finally worked
out and signed.
Link of a person/ a society or an
John Smith is affiliated to the
institution to a larger
Labour Party.
organisation/group
A society or an organisation for helping
Many charities sent money to
people in need
help the victims of the famine.
The money the concert raised
will go to various charities.
Situation that has the potential to
Conflict of interest is when a city
undermine the objectivity of a person
council member approves a
because of the possibility of a clash
housing development in which
between the person's self-interest and
he holds part ownership
professional interest or public interest,
namely, it is a situation where someone
is supposed to act one way but has
incentive to act in another way.
To become or make something more
With his new play he has
solid, secure or strong
consolidated his position as the
country’s leading dramatist.
A set of beliefs or opinions, especially
People of all races, colours and
religious beliefs
creeds/ What is your political
creed?
To use a resource or supply
The novelist draws heavily upon
her personal experiences.
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Entity (n)

A thing (a person, partnership,
organisation or business) with distinct
and independent existence.

Ethical (adj)

Relating to moral principles or questions

Ethics (n)

Moral principles that govern or
influence a person’s behaviour. It deals
with values relating to human conduct,
with respect to the rightness and
wrongness of certain actions and to the
goodness and badness of the motives
and consequences of such actions.
To help the progress or development of
something; to facilitate something
The process of helping the progress or
development of something; facilitation

Further (v)
Furtherance
(n)
Good
corporate
governance

The framework of rules and practices by
which a board of
directors ensures accountability,
fairness, and transparency in
a company's relationship with its
all stakeholders (financiers, customers,
management, employees, government,
and the community).

Govern (v)

To determine something; to control or
influence something/somebody

Integrity (n)

Quality of being honest and having
strong moral principles; honesty
Policy (n)
A plan of action, statement of ideals, etc
proposed or adopted by a government,
business, organisation etc
Prejudice (n)
Dislike or distrust of a person, group,
custom, etc that is based on fear or false
information rather than on reason or
experience, and that influences one’s
attitude and behaviour towards them
Pro-bono (adv, Professional work undertaken
adj)
voluntarily and without payment; for
public good.
Procedure (n)
A formal or official order or way of doing
things, esp in business, law politics etc

This organisation is separate
legal entity.
It is a private entity that
provides texting services to its
customers.
His behaviour has not been
strictly ethical.
It is a question of professional
ethics.

By signing this contract they
further their interests.
A reasonable measure in the
furtherance of the public
interest.
You need to make sure that
your business corresponds to all
the rules of the good corporate
governance so that everything is
legitimate.

There is no need for a change in
the laws governing contracts
between oil companies.
He is a man of the highest
integrity.
What is the Labour Party’s
policy on immigration?
He was a tireless opponent of
racial prejudice.

The lawyers are representing
him pro bono.
The police are reviewing their
crowd control procedures.
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Scope (n)

The extent of the area or subject matter
that something deals with or to which it
is relevant

Transparency
(n)

Lack of hidden conditions, the quality of
being done in an open way without
secrets, availability of full information
required for collaboration, cooperation
and decision making. It is operating in
such a way that it is easy for others to
see what actions are performed

Police are broadening the scope
of their enquiries.
We widened the scope of our
investigation.
People want more
transparency in government.

adj – adjective
adv – adverb
n - noun
v- verb
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